Below, please find the media coverage report for the period of March 1 - March 31, 2019. This is a selective report of the top Graduate Center media coverage for all academic areas.

Please note that this office promotes media coverage of the GC, all of its entities and affiliated faculty. The communications team can help garner press coverage of your research and other newsworthy accomplishments, as well as promote awareness of this work via our internal communications channels (the GC and ASRC websites and Twitter accounts). Below, please find several items of information that will be useful in helping us publicize your work.

* You can find up-to-date news clips by visiting our new RSS feed at https://www.gc.cuny.edu/News/Press-Coverage.

* If you would like to publicize a forthcoming study about your research, please note our policies and protocols on submitting a request at least 2 weeks in advance of formal publication.

* If you are contacted directly by media for an interview, our team can help coordinate the details of the interview and ensure that organizational affiliations, titles and other items are addressed efficiently and correctly. Please let us know as soon as you are contacted so that we can lend assistance.

* Please also see the Media Experts listing of faculty (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Resources/Faculty-Experts) who frequently speak to the media. We are in the process of expanding the listed areas of expertise so that it more fully represents our GC faculty's knowledgebase. If you are interested in speaking with the media, but are not currently listed, please contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu.

* Please note that all media entering the GC or ASRC buildings must sign in with the public safety desk. See the procedures for media access to the GC
Feel free to contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu or 212-817-7283 anytime with questions you have about this report, or to discuss how the media relations team can assist you in publicizing your work.

Sincerely,
Tanya Domi, Director, Media Relations

Featured Clips

**The Wall Street Journal [wsj.com]** • Leslie Brody • Mar 27 04:14 pm

**Schools Chancellor Speaks Boldly for Diversity, but Critics Want Action**

The chancellor “tweets loudly and carries a small stick,” said David Bloomfield, a professor of education at Brooklyn College and The Graduate...

**WNYC [wnyc.org]** • Mar 26 07:01 pm

**Ask a Philosopher**

the Harvard Extension School, and Ian Olasov, graduate student in philosophy at the CUNY Graduate Center and the founder of...
Ecuador legalized gangs. Murder rates plummeted.

This approach appealed to David Brotherton, a sociologist at The Graduate Center of the City University of New York who’s been arguing since...

‘The Latina thing’: Is Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s name the latest culture war?

a professor of Latin American, Iberian and Latino Cultures at The Graduate Center, CUNY, suggests that this is the intention...

Their ancestors fled U.S. slavery for Mexico. Now they’re looking north again.

,” said Rocio Gil, who is completing her PhD dissertation on the group at the City University of New York. [Migrants will wait...
160 Years Ago A Meeting In Detroit Helped Set the Course of American History

David Reynolds is author of “John Brown, Abolitionist: The Man Who Killed Slavery, Sparked the Civil War, and Seeded Civil Rights.”

Dems should thank, not wound, the WFP: The Working Families Party has repeatedly expressed Democrats' best instincts, only to be repaid with elites' hostility

Elliott-Negri is a doctoral candidate in sociology at the CUNY Graduate Center and sits on the state committee of the Working...

The Stress of a Natural Disaster Can Take a Toll on Babies in Utero

In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, researchers found that the stress from dealing with the storm had adverse effects on the infants born soon...
Memes Are Our Generation's Protest Art

of protest movements as a sociology professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. “The media [of...

Press Coverage

Birds bug out over coffee

said Narango, who now works for Advanced Science Research Center at City University of New York and the University of Massachusetts...

Charter Revision Commission Hears Expert Testimony on Role of Borough Presidents, Other Governance Issues

, Eric Lane of Hofstra University, and John Mollenkopf of the CUNY Graduate Center touched on the role of the borough presidents,...
Matter over mind: Liquid phase separation and neurodegeneration

1CUNY Advanced Science Research Center, United States

*Corresponding author; email: shana.elbaum(at)asrc.cuny.edu

BAM Presents UNBOUND: Anna Deavere Smith On The Release Of NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Shedd is the associate professor of sociology and urban education at CUNY Graduate Center whose research and teaching focuses...

Yeshiva Students Fight Back Against Elite Privates Schools Suing NYSED

, Professor of Education Leadership, Law & Policy at The CUNYGraduate Center and author of American Public Education Law. "Ensuring...
Free Speech TV [freespeech.org] • Mar 20 12:11 pm

Trump & Bolsonaro Join Forces to Back Regime Change in Venezuela & to Attack Media as “Fake News”

of the Network for Social Justice and Human Rights in Brazil. She is a visiting scholar at the City University of New York Graduate...

USAPP - LSE [blogs.lse.ac.uk] • Mar 20 10:42 am

Donald Trump’s rhetoric isn’t the end of the presidency as we know it, but a symptom of what it has become

– The Graduate Center, CUNY Christopher Putney is a graduate student in American political development and political theory...

NY Daily News [nydailynews.com] • Mar 20 03:00 am

Readers sound off on college bigotry, school standards and tainted air

, distinguished professor of psychology and urban education, the Graduate Center CUNY Black students can achieve Jamaica:....
De Blasio's School Control Faces New Questions From Albany Democrats

, a professor and education expert at Brooklyn College and the CUNYGraduate Center. “Community-centric Democratic legislators...

Report on artifacts found at pipeline site ‘deeply misleading,’ Unist’ot’en supporters say

a forest,” said Anne Spice, a PhD candidate in anthropology at the City University of New York Graduate Centre, who supports...

Tecfidera May Work to Lower Relapses by Inducing Epigenetic Changes in T-cells, Study Suggests

this gap, scientists at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center of The City University...
Fashion master class highlights the history of Italian fashion

by Professor Eugenia Paulicelli from Queens College and The Graduate Center of the City University of New York on 4 March. Prof....

Wood, wires, hammers and keys, classical pianist shares joys of instrument with youths

on full scholarships. She is pursuing a doctoral degree in music now, through the City University of New York. Kiryayeva gave...

10 recent school controversies that got people talking

, education professor at Brooklyn College and the City University of New York graduate center, previously told INSIDER that...
WINGS WORLDQUEST™ ANNOUNCES 2019 WOMEN OF DISCOVERY AWARD WINNER - CBS News 8 - San Diego, CA News Station - KFMB Channel 8

is as an Associate Professor in Chemistry at Hunter College and CUNY-Graduate Center, with scientific appointments at the American...

Lisa Le Feuvre with Keith Wilson

an artist's work. They spoke at the James Gallery at the Graduate Center, CUNY. The following is an excerpt of their conversation. Keith...

The Fifth Annual Segal Center Film Festival on Theatre and Performance Opens March 8

at The Martin E. Segal Theatre Center, located at The Graduate Center, City University of New York, NYC, 365 Fifth Avenue,...

Mary Lucier by Alex Klein
the only one in color. At the time it was designed for the CUNY Graduate Center mall as a video form of public sculpture. I...

**Barriers To Black Progress: Structural, Cultural, Or Both?**

Panel: Michael Fortner, Assistant Professor of Political Science, CUNY Graduate Center; Coleman Hughes, Class of 2020, Columbia...

**As STEM field grows in NYC, black representation declines**

classes at CUNY are more diverse, there's still only a handful of black chemistry Ph.D. students and faculty. Of the 108 students in...

**Do Real Estate Markets Make Our Cities Less Livable?**
Samuel Stein, a geography PhD candidate at the City University of New York Graduate Center and an Urban Studies instructor...

Give undocumented New Yorkers the right to drive full inclusion in the community by restoring access to driver's licenses now. Sibri is a graduate student and co-founder of CUNY...

Metabolite Drug Tackles Multiple Sclerosis by Altering T Cells' Epigenetic Landscape paper, researchers at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center of The City University...

Doodle me a life Huffington Post, Jesse Prinz, a philosophy professor at City University of New York Graduate Center, who studies doodling in...